
 

 

1. I accept that I am the Ultimate 
Miraculous Creation of the Highest 
Power in the Universe. Nothing is 
as incredible as the human being - 
Body, Mind & Spirit.  

2. I know that all things are possible 
through the Highest Power in the 
Universe.  I realize my potential 
through Thought, Belief and 
Action. 

 

 

3. I maintain Awareness of my 
Thoughts, Beliefs and Actions by 
being Mindful and Living in the 
Present, while always projecting 
my healthiest future. 

4. I choose to be an Optimist, 
knowing that my Thoughts and 
Words will come to be.  I expect 
to discover Gifts of Joy within my 
Spirit, Mind and Body. 

 

 

5. I align my behaviors with my 
beliefs to maintain permanent and 
positive motivation.  Feeling 
confident about my Security, 
Survival and Recognition, 
advances my health and harmony.  

6. I embrace lifelong learning and 
continue to grow my knowledge 
of the world and the people in it 
which enables my ability to 
Discover, Develop and Disperse 
my Joy and Purpose.   

 

 

7. I connect and surround myself with 
like-minded people for support and 
to be supportive.       I find purpose 
and joy through helping others. I 
take someone’s hand every day.  

8. I recognize that Nature is my 
nature and the food, drink and 
activities I choose should be 
natural to me. Connecting with 
the earth and the animals on it 
grounds me.  

 

 

9. I pursue healthy distractions and 
engagements that balance my 
stress and fortify my wellbeing. 
Time and space for me refreshes 
my spirit and rejuvenates my body. 
I breathe for life.  

10. I forgive myself and any other 
individuals who may have 
discouraged my esteem and 
personal potential. I release all 
shame and regret into the past and 
only take forward the insights 
they have offered.  

 

11. I am responsible for my lifestyle 
and self-care.  I will live long and 
strong by being proactive about my 
annual exam, age appropriate 
screenings and responding to any 
signs or symptoms that are not 
natural for me. 

12. I live with the knowledge that 
Love is the most Powerful Energy 
in the Universe and that in order 
to Live in Love, I must first Love 
Myself.  With Gratitude and Joy I 
live in Love. 

 

STRENGTH , ENERGY & VITALITY ! 
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